
Children are a heritage from the LORD and a reward from HIM; We

therefore declare that our children are blessed and preserved. Our

children are taught of the LORD and great is their peace. 

Our children flourish and grow in stature, in wisdom and in favour with

GOD and man. Our children live disease free, error free, accident free and

oppression free lives. There is no blemish in our children and none of

them is permitted to come behind in life. 

Our children live purposeful lives; free from peer pressure and negative

influences. They are role models of godly behavior, sound character and

moral excellence. Our children are experiencing graceful advancement

and they are making noticeable progress in JESUS Name.

We declare that like Samuel, our children are having divine encounters at

an early age. Like Moses, our children are experiencing exemption from

every form of destruction and they are enjoying favor that beats human

imagination. 

Like Joseph, our children are discovering GOD’S Plan for their lives early

and they are walking in the light of GOD’s counsel the days of their lives.

THE WORD of GOD is planted in the hearts of our children and their feet

are planted in the House of THE LORD. As a parent I receive the needed

grace to guide my children in the wisdom of GOD. 
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I declare that I’m empowered with the right resources to raise my

children in the way of the LORD and right before my eyes, they will

begin to evolve into the fulness of all that GOD has ordained for their

lives in JESUS Name (Ps. 127:3, Isa. 54:13, Ps. 92:12, Exd. 15:26).

We decree that Nigeria prospers as a nation. GOD is visiting our

institutions of learning from primary to tertiary levels and there is a

massive revival in schools across the country. We decree an end to

corrupt practices and failed leadership. We decree that leaders with

love for the nation, fear for GOD and who will be instrumental to change

in our country are arising (Prov 11:11, Isa. 60:18, Ps. 33:12, 1 Tim. 2:1-2).

At the HarvestHouse Nation, our hands are strengthened by GOD as we

undertake HIS assignment. Our Future Church is empowered by GOD's

Grace to teach children,  shape teenagers, and inspire young adults. We

decree that every child taught at the future Church turns out right, and

will be a tool in the hand of our GOD, bringing about change in our

world in name . Amen! (Eph. 3:17-19, Isa. 54:13, Deut. 6:6-7).


